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What is a Situation Story? 

A situation story is a personalised short story based on a social situation that your 
child with additional needs may encounter. The story supports communication skills 
by using precise and sequenced information about an everyday event that they may 
find confusing or difficult.  The situation story is developed to support the prevention 
of your child’s further anxiety.  
 
Here is an example of a situation story based on a supporting your child to not need 
their dummy: 
 

I don’t need my dummy anymore. 

Babies use dummies at night because they are too young to go to sleep by 

themselves. 

 

Big girls and boys don’t need dummies because they can go to sleep without them. 

Big girls and boys and grown ups don’t use dummies at all. 

 

I’m not a baby anymore – I’m a big boy. 
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Now that I’m going to be 4 I won’t need my dummy to help me go to sleep. I will be 

old enough to go to sleep myself. 

 

I will try to go to sleep without needing my dummy. 

I might feel a bit sad and wish I had my dummy, but I can hug my teddy and think 

about watching Peppa Pig. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The sentences in blue are known as descriptive and perspective phrases.  

Descriptive phrases: are truthful, assumption free.  These kinds of sentences are 

most frequently used in situation stories.  Descriptive phrases must be accurate – 

this will mean using words like ‘usually’ or ‘sometimes’ as very few events are set in 

stone (sometimes there is no need to sit in the waiting room, the iPad might run out 

of battery).   Perspective sentences: describe feelings and beliefs. 

The sentences in green are known as control phrases.  These are chosen with 

support by the person with additional needs to identify personal strategies that can 

be used during this time. 

The sentences in red are known as direct phrases.  These Suggest a response or 

choice of responses, and gently directs the behaviour of your child.   

Making your own situation story: 

The sentences in the table below are examples that you can use to make your own 

story for your child. You can change and combine the sentences to make them fit 

your situation, for example by adding people’s names, places or things.  Some 

situations are quite complex and might need more than one social story – this will 

depend partly on your child’s level of understanding. 

A simple story should take the form: 

Descriptive and perspective phrase 
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Descriptive and perspective phrase 

Descriptive and perspective phrase 

Descriptive and perspective phrase 

Directive phrase 

Control phrase(s) 

A more complex story (e.g. Going to the doctor’s) might take the form: 

Descriptive and perspective phrase 

Descriptive and perspective phrase 

Descriptive and perspective phrase 

Descriptive and perspective phrase 

Directive phrase 

Descriptive and perspective phrase 

Descriptive and perspective phrase 

Descriptive and perspective phrase 

Descriptive and perspective phrase 

Directive phrase 

Control phrases 

Notice that you should try to keep to the ratio of four or five descriptive phrases to 

each directive phrase. It’s also important to keep the directive phrases in the form ‘I 

will try….’ rather than ‘I must…. 

 

Descriptive and perspective phrases  
Choose 4 or 5 sentences from this section 

When I was a baby like …………. I had a dummy whenever I needed one. 
 
Babies like having dummies a lot of the time.  
 
Babies use dummies at night because they are too young to go to sleep by themselves. 
 
When I was a bit bigger I only had a dummy in the car or at bedtime. 
 
Big girls/boys don’t need dummies because they have lots of other things to make them 
happy. 
 
Big girls and boys and grown ups don’t use dummies at all. 
 
I’m not a baby anymore – I’m a big girl/boy. 
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Since I was a baby I’ve been using a dummy to help me go to sleep at night. 
 
Now that I’m going to be …. I won’t need my dummy to help me go to sleep. I will be old 
enough to go to sleep myself. 
 
If people see big girls/boys using a dummy they will think they are being babyish. 
 

Directive phrases. 
Choose one sentence from this section. 

I will try not to use a dummy in the daytime. 
 
I will try to go to sleep without needing my dummy. 
 
I will try not to use my dummy any more.  
 

Control phrases  
Choose a few sentences from this section if you like 

 I can help myself go to sleep by  

• closing my eyes and lying calmly 

• thinking about my day 

• imagining stories and dreams 

• remembering my favourite DVD 

• listening to quiet music/sounds 

• thinking about my favourite places to go 
 
I might feel a bit sad and wish I had my dummy, but I can ………(insert toys to hug/good 
things to think about that your child enjoys) 

 
In a few days, going to bed without my dummy won’t seem so hard. 

 

You can add photos or symbols to the story to help your child’s understanding. You 

may find after using a story that it needs tweaking – this is usually the case!  

Here are some pictures you may find useful. 
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